It is well-known that extreme ultraviolet (EUV) emission emitted at the solar surface is absorbed by overlying cool plasma. Especially in active regions dark lanes in EUV images suggest that much of the surface activity is obscured. Simultaneous observations from the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS), consisting of UV spectra and slit-jaw images (SJI) give vital information with sub-arcsecond spatial resolution on the dynamics of jets not seen in EUV images. We studied a series of small jets from recently formed bipole pairs beside the trailing spot of active region 11991, which occurred on 2014 March 5 from 15:02:21 UT to 17:04:07 UT. There were collimated outflows with bright roots in the SJI 1400 Å (transition region) and 2796 Å (upper chromosphere) that were mostly not seen in AIA 304 Å (transition region) and AIA 171 Å (lower corona) images. The Si IV spectra show strong blue-wing but no red-wing enhancements in the line profiles of the ejecta for all recurrent jets indicating outward flows without twists. We see two types of Mg II line profiles produced by the jets spires: reversed and non-reversed. Mg II lines remain optically thick but turn into optically thin in the highly Dopper shifted wings.The energy flux contained in each recurrent jet is estimated using a velocity differential emission measure technique which measures the emitting power of the plasma as a function of line-of-sight velocity. We found that all the recurrent jets release similar energy (10 8 erg cm −2 s −1
INTRODUCTION 10
Jet-like eruptions, occur in coronal holes, active regions, and the quiet Sun over a broad range of spatial and temporal scales observational discrepancies were also noted, such as a time delay between the Hα surges and EUV jets (Jiang et al. 2007 ). Other 25 cool eruptions, such as Ca II jets, are notable particularly because they share a similar inversed Y-shaped scheme as the hot X-ray 26 jets in the corona but are much smaller and occur in the chromosphere (Nishizuka et al. 2008 ). Furthermore, most of the UV/EUV 27 jets have been seen at the edge of Hα surges (Canfield et al. 1996 ; Chae et al. 1999 ). This could be due to inhomogenous density 28 or temperature distributions along the outflows or that the cool and hot plasma were ejected along adjacent field lines (Yokoyama The events under study were a series of jets that recurred near the periphery of the trailing sunspot of AR11991 when it was 48 near the disk center on 2014 March 5. The IRIS slit crossed the jets from east to west in a large, sparse, 4-step raster covering 49 a field-of-view (FOV) 3 × 119 in 64 s with 1 step size and exposure time 15 s (Table 1) . We concentrate on the IRIS Si IV 50 spectra, IRIS SJI 1400 and 2796 images, and AIA 171, and 304 Å (hereafter, A171 and A304) observations with the objective of 51 investigating the behaviour of each recurrent jet. The SJI 1400 Å images are dominated by Si IV line emission from the transition 52 region and continuum emission from the low chromosphere. The 2796 Å images, dominated by Mg II k lines, are used to study 53 the corresponding upper chromospheric behaviour of the jets. As for the two channels of AIA: A171 is emitted primarily from 54 plasma with a formation temperature at 6 × 10 5 K so should be good for tracking the coronal evolution of the jets and A304,
55
formed around the same temperature as the Si IV lines, is dominated by He II emission. Absorption by overlying neutral plasma 56 may cause a darkening of the EUV emission from the jet and footpoint. To coalign these images, first, we scaled the AIA and
57
HMI images to match the FOV and pixel size of the IRIS SJI images. Second, we coaligned the 2832 Å and HMI continuum 58 images on prominent features, such as the sunspot. We further matched the 1600 Å with the HMI continuum images, and also 59 the 2832 Å with the other SJI bandpass images separately. Then the SJI images can be coaligned to the rest of co-temporal AIA 60 images. We also examined the LOS HMI magnetograms for clues on the initiation of the jets.
61
Here we use the strong Si IV lines and also Mg II lines for the spectral study and present the line profiles in the jet and loop. The 
Recurrent jets

66
The development of the jets is best studied in the 1400 Å images. In the SJI images, the jet is traced via a line-cut along the axis of the spire. Dash lines are the slope of each jet used to calculate the speed of jets and each is tagged with a speed in km s −1 . In the spectral images, the line intensity is averaged for 4th exposure over the region of the jet (green box in the bottom plots). The time of each jet is marked by the blue dash lines. Bottom: Regions of interest in spectra image. It illustrates our selection of specific pixels for estimating of LOS jet speed. The green box in the spectral image (left) is selected based on the positions of the spire shown on the slit-jaw images (right). The red dashed box shows the FOV covered by the slit in one four-step raster. The blue box covers the region of loop emission. Note these spectra typically have both high velocity red and blue wings. 
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To estimate the speed of each jet, we make a distance-time map, shown in Figure 3 
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The Si IV line intensity is averaged over the fourth exposure over the selected pixels (green box in the lower right hand panel)
104
for the jet's spire. As each raster consists four 15 s exposures (plus CCD read-out time ∼1.5 s), the plot has a 64 s cadence. The Gaussian at jet's spire after background emission from the continuum has been subtracted. In the Si IV spectra, every jet (blue lines near the core but the profiles from the jet spire are far from typical due to flows along the jet (Fig. 4) , so it is difficult to 128 select line core and peaks as done by Leenaarts. Instead we have measured ratios of the k to h at specific Doppler shift in order 129 to determine whether the emission is optically thin in the jet. As noted, the intensity in the jet core is significantly less than in the 130 surroundings. This is because the jet is above the typical chromosphere and in the core, the line is optically thick so one only sees 131 emission from the optical depth equals one layer (e.g. Leenaarts et al. (2013a) ). In the wings, the intensities in the jet are higher 132 than in the surroundings and it is hard to tell if the Mg II lines from the jet is optically thin or thick. If it is optically thin then the 133 whole column in the jet would contribute emission on top of the background which is coming from the temperature minimum.
134
If it is optically thick then the emission is coming from the optical depth equal one layer in the jet and the emission from the 135 temperature minimum is not seen.
136
We therefore plot the ratio of the two lines at 0, ±50 and ±80 km s −1 in the jet and at 0 km s −1 in the neighboring loops. Away 137 from the line core we plot both with and without background subtraction. The background values are taken as the intensity 0,
138
±50 and ±80 km s −1 before jetting. We take the average value of intensity at the different velocities (both k and h lines) in three 139 selected rasters (∼3 mins) and the standard deviation is used to determine the minimum/maximum background values used in the 140 line ratio computations. The ratio is very sensitive to the height of the lines above the background when the difference is small.
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Therefore the accuracy of the ratio for weak emission is much less than for stronger emission.The error bars on the ratios reflect 142 the difference between ratios computed with a maximum and minimum background level. The error bar is only applicable and
143
shown when the line intensity is higher than the background level. In the core (0 km s −1 ) of the jet's spire, the k to h ratio is 144 between 1.2 to 1.5 and reduces slightly (1.1∼1.28) at loop pixels (see figure 5a ). In the wings of the jets, the ratio with background 
Energetics of the recurrent jets
155
In this section, we address the energy possibly contained in these recurrent jets. The analysis method adopted here is the It is defined by
where n e is the electron density, G(T e ) is the temperature, T e , dependent emissivity function of the line, s is the distance along the 161 LOS and v is the velocity. When deriving the VDEM from the observed spectrum, we assume that the plasma is moving along the (in-/out-) flows which consists of the total thermal enthalpy and the total non-thermal energy flux in the certain direction. 
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
183
We studied the spatial and temporal evolution of recurrent jets both with AIA and IRIS observations in detail. These jets than 3%. Our case show the average energy flux of these jets is two-order-magnitude larger than the explosive events reported 211 in SUMER observations. The energy of those transition region jets or small explosive events, however, is not the major source 212 to heat the corona or chromosphere. It is still significantly evidenced that these undercover solar jets, contained almost similar 213 energy (or mass) as other observed jets, might be occulted frequently in current EUV observations. 
